We dedicate this paper to Professor Ron Mitchell who has been an inspiration to many generations of numerical analysts. In addition his generous spirit has infused our discipline with a sense of positive endeavour.
Introduction
The numerical approximation of advection-di usion operators continues to provide a signi cant challenge for Numerical Analysts. Many schemes have been proposed in the framework of nite di erences , nite volumes and nite elements (see for example 6]). A common theme is the use of upwinding: approximations which are biased to the direction of advection. A common goal is to achieve accurate (and possibly also monotone) solutions over a range of Peclet or mesh Peclet numbers. In this paper we examine another aspect of the problem: the structure of the discrete (matrix) equations arising from alternative approximation techniques.
The simplest model problem is in one dimension:
?u 00 + u 0 = 0 ; x 2 0; 1]; u(0) = 1; u(1) = 0;
(1.1) where is a positive constant. It is well known that for large the solution of this equation develops a boundary layer of thickness O(1= ) .
The issue we address is of the qualitative approximation of the advectiondi usion operator by a discrete approximation. In particular we are concerned with whether or not the positive de niteness of the continuous di erential operator is mirrored by various discretisation schemes. This is a signi cant issue when iterative solution methods are employed for the resulting linear systems, since certain methods are convergent only for systems which are positive de nite: with strict inequality in at least one row is a su cient condition for the convergence of most simpler xed point iterations such as the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterations. The issue of reducibility which rarely arises in di erential equation applications is also a general consideration - see 12] . Tridiagonal matrices with non-zero sub-and super-diagonal entries are certainly irreducible and we will only deal with such matrices here without further mention of this issue. The close connection between diagonally dominant and positive de nite matrices (through scaling) was established by Tartar 11] . In some situations the related M-matrix property is also useful (for example for preconditioning: see 5]).
In the one-dimensional situation many solution methods are applicable, but in particular in three-dimensional problems the applicability and rapid convergence of iterative methods is the central practical issue. In general a discretisation which is not positive de nite in one-dimension will also not be in higher dimensions. We will thus consider only the model problem (1.1) for simplicity with the understanding that corresponding discretisations in higher dimensions will share similar qualitative features.
2 Symmetry and skew-symmetry Multiplying the di erential equation (1.1) by an appropriate test function v which vanishes at the end points of the domain and integrating employing integration by parts on the di usion (second derivative) term yields hu 0 ; v 0 i + h u 0 ; vi = 0 where h ; i is the L 2 inner product. Now it is apparent that the rst term is symmetric and positive de nite whereas the second term is skew-symmetric at least if 0 is zero (the corresponding property in higher dimensions would be r: = 0 which for example in incompressible uid dynamics corresponds to conservation of mass).
Many approximations respect this structure: for example if the Galerkin method is employed using a conforming approximation space V h = spanf 1 ; 2 ;
: : : ; n g then discrete equations result of the form Au + Cu = f where A = fa i;j g; a i;j = h 0 j ; 0 i i is a symmetric and positive de nite matrix, C = fc i;j g; c i;j = h 0 j ; i i is skew-symmetric and f arises from the inhomogeneous boundary term. Thus, for example, for a Galerkin spectral approximation or a Galerkin nite element approximation on any grid, the association of the symmetric part of the discretised matrix with the self-adjoint part of the continuous problem and correspondingly the skew-symmetric part with the skew-adjoint part of the di erential operator holds true. With appropriate scaling, the elementary central nite di erence approximation also shares this property -see below.
Much emphasis has however been put on preserving diagonal dominance of discretisations rather than ensuring positive de niteness of the symmetric part. In many situations, diagonal dominance corresponds to the existence of a discrete maximum principle (which may be useful in the suppression of oscillations in the discrete solution -but see 2]). In all cases diagonal dominance implies that all of the eigenvalues lie in the right half plane by simple application of the Gershgorin theorem, but it does not follow that the symmetric part and thus the matrix itself is positive de nite. A simple example is illustrative:
Using the simplest nite di erences on a grid of variable spacing This matrix has determinant equal to ?10579695 and thus has a negative eigenvalue. This is a coarse and not very suitable mesh for the given problem, however for meshes with many more points but similarly clustered around 0:5 we have similarly observed inde niteness of the symmetric part. For related but more complicated problems an interior layer at 0:5 might be expected: a mesh of the given form might be reasonable in such a situation. Here it is the non-monotonic change in mesh size which is necessary to give inde niteness: for a monotonically graded mesh this could not occur (see 6]). In higher dimensions and for example with mesh adaptivity such monotonicity may not be so easy to guarantee.
Of relevance to the matrix theory for this problem, we note that H certainly has positive diagonal entries and non-positive o -diagonal entries, thus by a theorem of Tartar 11] Further, we comment that without the h + k scaling it is a much simpler matter to demonstrate that inde nite matrices arise even with meshes which grade smoothly into the right hand boundary. The scaling that we have employed (which is unique in preserving symmetry of the approximation when = 0) is therefore apparently the most sensible. The basic point is that the upwind approximation of the rst order derivative contributes to the symmetric part of the coe cient matrix. This is well known on regular meshes where it strengthens the positive de niteness. The example given here shows that weakening is also possible to the extent that the discretisation of the underlying positive de nite problem becomes inde nite.
Finite Element and Finite Volume methods
The simple example above demonstrates the issue we wish to highlight. In this section we consider two di erent and popular upwind strategies which are usually described in the frameworks of nite element and nite volume methods respectively.
There are a large number of nite element approaches including the use of upwind test functions in a so called Petrov-Galerkin setting and bubble functions in the context of Galerkin least squares (see 3], 9]). However, we shall consider only one of the simpler and earlier upwind approaches namely that due to Heinrich et al (1977) . In this approach standard piecewise linear nite element trial Thus here the rst derivative (advection) term does give rise to a symmetric as well as a skew symmetric part: the symmetric part being due solely to the augmentation i of the trial function. However, since j 0 for any positive j , the symmetric part of C is diagonally dominant and it follows that the symmetric part of A has positive diagonal entries and negative sub-and super-diagonal entries and is diagonally dominant. Hence for any mesh, this discretisation yields a positive de nite coe cient matrix. The second method we consider is the four-point cell-vertex nite volume scheme due to Morton, Rudgyard and Shaw 8]. In the notation employed above this has a typical row of the form : : : ; 0; ?1
It is apparent that this method is cell-based and so there is little chance of diagonal dominance for the coe cient matrix in this linear system to determine the nodal unknowns. Indeed, it is not immediately apparent which are the diagonal entries. It is possible to consider the matrix as the sum of the two tridiagonal matrices (with di erent diagonals)
at least away from the boundary, however for large enough the second of these has a large negative diagonal and must be inde nite or even negative de nite. One approach to construct equations for nodal (rather than cell) residuals is through`distribution matrices' and arti cial viscosity: the analysis of such schemes is beyond the scope of this short note.
Though the analysis of coercivity and stability for cell-vertex nite volume methods is achieved without recourse to matrix theory (see 7]), for advectiondi usion equations it remains a challenging problem to nd iterative solution techniques for these methods (but see 13]).
Conclusions
We have here only considered three of the great many upwind schemes for the advection di usion equation. Our concern has been to show that some upwind schemes on certain meshes can give inde nite coe cient matrices even though the partial di erential equations problem is positive de nite.
One consequence is that certain iterative solution techniques can be expected not to perform well (or quite possibly fail) for discrete systems of equations derived from such schemes. This is a serious practical issue for large threedimensional problems.
